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National Analyst’s Spring Conference and Exhibition
We’re back with another exciting CPD event for the UK’s analysts!

Hot on the heels of our successful first National Analyst’s Conference in November last year – we’re hosting a
second national event.

Our National Spring Analyst’s Conference again aims to promote the status of UK analysts. It will provide even
more best practice, latest updates, case studies, trends and predictions – all to support the operational role of
analysts.

It will provide a valuable forum for analysts to share their views and experiences and to acknowledge the vital
role analysts now play in investigations in both reactive and proactive roles.

Speakers include:
Fiona Paterson, Project Lead, College of Policing Cyber and Digital Pathways Project and Principal Analyst at
Sussex Police:  promoting the career progression of UK analysts, advice and guidance.

Mark Parkinson, Principal Intelligence Analysis, Digital Analysis, Exploitation and Technology, Met Police: The
formation of the UK’s first Digital Operations Capability staffed by Digital Intelligence Analysts to address the
challenges and opportunities around the digital challenge.

Owen Miller, Problem Solving Analyst, Oxford Problem Solving Team, Thames Valley Police: how the UK’s first
Problem Solving Analyst is both fighting and preventing crime in the Thames Valley as part of his unique role.

Andrew Stephenson, Intelligence Manager/Digital Media Advisor, Brunel Major Crime Team (collaboration
between Gloucestershire, Avon and Somerset and Wiltshire Police forces): ‘The Use of Wi-Fi Data in a Murder
Investigation: operational best practice and key learning’.

Joe Kennedy and Leah Shaw, Regional Intelligence Analysts, National Trading Standards Regional Intelligence
Team: Trading Standards and Organised Criminality. How Regional Analysts support major investigations.

Jon Ayres, Lead Analyst for Buckinghamshire, Thames Valley Police: the importance of developing a positive and
assertive 'analyst's mindset' to help establish yourself as a professional that can influence and play a key role in
an investigation team.

Scott Keay, Senior Lecturer/Researcher Edge Hill University and former Data Analytics and Insight Manager,
Lancashire Constabulary: Findings of exclusive research entitled: The Evolution of the Police Analyst and the
Influence of Evidence-Based Policing

Keith Jackson, President of Association of Crime and Intelligence Analysts: Digital Transformation and it’s impact
on the analyst: results of national survey of practitioners. 

Mark Fleet and Fraser Patrick, Shortest Path Training Ltd: Embedding i2 software and analysis in the
investigation process 
PLUS: a hands-on workshop on Analyst's Notebook and iBase

Keith Musson, Managing Director, S-branch: Using the best technology to analyse your data

Headline Sponsors Shortest Path Training
We’re delighted to welcome back Shortest Path Training Ltd as our headline
sponsor.  The company is the leading provider in i2 software training for
analysts and is the preferred training provider for Police ICT and IBM.
The team will run a mainstage demonstration and interactive workshops using
datasets, including cyber and digital data examples from its newest course.
There will also be an opportunity to get hands-on with the software!
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Supported by Association of Crime and Intelligence Analysts
We are pleased to announce the event is supported by the Association of Crime and Intelligence Analysts (ACIA)
which has over 800 members in policing and the wider public and private sector.

The organisation will be highlighting current challenges around digital transformation as well as other current
challenges and opportunities around the analyst’s role.

Exhibition
An exhibition of leading industry experts will run alongside the main conference and delegates will be able to
engage with the experts during breaks and lunch over the two days.

Further speakers to be announced shortly.

HOW TO BOOK
Venue: TBC

Details: Refreshments and lunch are included in the price, accommodation is not included

Cost: £399.99 + VAT per delegate (this includes a conference place and daytime food and refreshments)

Booking: Please send the delegates name(s), email address and purchase order to info@the-investigator.co.uk
or telephone 0844 660 8707 for further information. 

Payment can be made by debit/credit card (corporate card fees apply + 3%).

Accommodation: TBC

The Investigator Conferences Terms & Conditions

Payment
All delegate places must be paid before attendance at the conference. Bookings made 10 days and under before the conference date must be paid
by credit card. All early bird discounts must be paid by the due date or the invoice amount will revert back to the original price.

Conference details: Start and finish times will be sent 10 days before the conference date, if for any reason you do not receive these please
telephone: +44 (0)844 660 8707 or email: info@the-investigator.co.uk.

Cancellations and non attendance: We regret that refunds will not be given under any circumstances once we have received either verbal or email
confirmation of attendance. However, delegates can be replaced by a substitute delegate at anytime and any changes should be emailed to:
info@the-investigator.co.uk.

The Investigator Conferences will not offer any refunds for the non attendance of a delegate due to unforeseen circumstances, such as weather etc.

Amendments: We reserve the right to alter the conference itinerary or venue at anytime.

Payment: All payments must be received before the conference date, we reserve the right to deny access to the conference and hotel rooms should
the invoice not be paid in time. Payment can be made by BACS or credit card. 


